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The Stolen Goat AW21 collection is LIVE!

On your marks… get set… GOAT! Our much anticipated AW21 collection is finally out in the

wild, and we can’t wait for you to see it.

Ready-for-anything performance meets conversation-starting design and next-level comfort in

what might be our favourite autumn/winter collection yet. Mother Nature can do her worst.

Jack Frost can nip all the noses he likes. Because rain, wind or bitterly cold – this is next-level

kit that makes braving the elements feel easy.

With some ridiculously cool new styles across your favourite Orkaan and Bodyline ranges plus

all NEW Climb and Conquer designs coming next month. This is a collection that you

will not want to miss.

It’s been a rollercoaster ride to get this year’s collection to you. The heady combination of Brexit

and Covid-19 has certainly caused some fun and games! As Tim explained in his recent blog,

supply chain shenanigans have made the road to launching AW21 a little bumpier than usual,

with a few more potholes than we would have liked. But with a strong team here at HQ and

plenty of support from you wonderful folks – The Herd – we’ve made it! Thank you for your

patience. We hope you love the collection as much as we do…

Shop NOW… or read on to find out more about the AW21 collection.

Orkaan gets even more awesome

Say goodbye to pre-ride wardrobe dilemmas. When the weather can’t make up its mind, Orkaan

has you covered. Wind-resistant and water-repellent with a cosy lining, our Orkaan collection

provides easy, adaptable mix ‘n match layering that performs superbly across a wide range of

cooler temperatures.
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The AW21 collection features awesome new designs across our range of long-sleeved jerseys,

short-sleeved jerseys, gilets and arm warmers. Classic stripes, spots or something a bit

different. The new editions to our Orkaan collection offer something for everyone.

Be the talk of the peloton in all new Bodyline jerseys

The latest jerseys to join the Bodyline range include some of our coolest designs yet. From bold

geometrics and made-to-be-seen brights, to stunning “hey where’d you get that jersey?”

graphics. These jerseys give you the perfect combination of ride-all-day comfort and superb

performance. Lightweight and breathable, the bodyline jerseys are perfect for Goats living in

warmer parts of the world, those chasing the sunshine on mid-winter getaways or simply

layering up on an early autumn café ride.

Winter is coming… and Climb & Conquer will be there to help you fight the freeze

It wouldn’t be a Stolen Goat Autumn/Winter collection without new Climb and Conquer

jackets! Don’t worry – we’ve got some incredible new designs coming your way which will be

available next month. Amazing gradient-fades, eye-catching graphic designs and a

reincarnation of one of our most-loved and most iconic jerseys yet… yep, you’re going to be

spoiled for choice!

Awesome accessories

Lightweight full finger gloves for those cool but not cold autumnal days? Check. Cosy Orkaan

arm warmers to match some of our favourite new jerseys? Check. Brilliant Bandidos for

matchy-matchy layering? Check. New winter caps so you’ll never have to suffer the dreaded

frozen ears again? Incoming. The Stolen Goat cycling accessories range expands with some

excellent new additions for AW21.

With high-tech fabrics and clever design details to keep spirits high when temperatures get low,

the latest launch will keep the good rides rolling – all season long. A little goat tells us there may

also be a few more exciting things to come, so watch this space and make sure you

#JoinTheHerd and sign up for our newsletter to get the latest updates!

Check out the NEW AW21 collection here >>

Don’t forget to tag us in your photos on Instagram when your new kit arrives. Nothing makes us

happier than see The Herd wearing SG kit on their adventures!
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ABOUT STOLEN GOAT

Stolen Goat was formed in 2012 to bring everyday cyclists a bespoke collection of awesome products to help
them get out and enjoy their time on the bike. At the heart of Stolen Goat’s mission is the longing to inspire
people to get out as often as possible and enjoy the great outdoors, alone or in company, casually or
competitively – as long as there is space in life to do more than just stare at a screen all day. As they put it, to
encourage people to embrace life and Adventure More. Stolen Goat’s cycling kit is the product of that goal – a
way to help people into clothing that both looks and feels great while they enjoy their adventures to the max.
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